Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

March 4, 2019

Mrs. Katia ELKAIM
Judge of the District Court of
Lausanne
Palais de Montbenon
Allée Ernest-Ansermet
CH-1014 Lausanne
cc: To whom it may concern
The assassination attempt at the costs of the late Jacques ROMANENS,
covered by the Vaudois politico-judiciary mafia
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

PE17.018395-KEL-lpv
To you, Katia ELKAIM,
You summoned me to compare on April 16, 2019, since the «Prosecutor» Bernard
DENEREAZ did practize the assusation inversion. He condemned me by decision
of December 4, 2018 to 4 months in prison, for having said the truth, following
the example of the late Suzanne SCHAER: The Vaudois politico-judiciary mafia
has indeed covered an assassination attempt at the costs of the senior, seriously
disabled Jacques ROMANENS:
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

Your judiciary apparatus does not have any legitimacy left. By decision of a
citizens’ jury, the President of the cantonal Court Eric KALTENRIEDER and the
Attorney General Eric COTTIER were condemned on January 23, 2019
unanimously for corruption. They have been promoted by the Vaudois Members
of Parliament, who were not legitimately elected. The rigth of freedom of
expression has been suppressed during the last election campaign:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-10-03_broulis-e.pdf

However, you have the chance to prove to be an independant and neutral Judge.
Since a penal trial ought to be contradictory, I inform you to have summoned the
7 principal magistrates, guilty of complicity of assassination attempt, to answer
each of them until March 31st, 2019 to 3 questions. They are invited to reply to me
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with copy to you to the presented questions in writing. In the absence of motivted
answers from their side, the allegations contained in the questionnaires will be
reputed to be admitted and undisputed before the citizens jury which will come
into being for judging them.
I agree that it is an unusual procedure. However, I am quoting the wise advise of
Vincenzo VELA:
«Tutte le vie che derivano del vero sono buone. Quelle che derivano delle regole
e delle procedure possono essere fallace.»
(All paths which are deriving from the truth are valid. Those which are deriving
of rules and procedures may be misleading.)

The first duty of a Judge is the search of the truth. Take advantage of the
opportunity to demonstrate that you are an independant and neutral Judge. In
case of no reply to the presented questions in the letters below, you ought to accept
without hesitation the submitted allegations to be true. You will have to condemn
the plotters for their hideous crime, and apply article 173.2 of the Swiss penal
code concerning me:
«If the accused proves that the statement made or disseminated by him corresponds to
the truth or that he had substantial grounds to hold an honest belief that it was true, he is
not liable to a penalty.»

In memoriam of the late Suzanne SCHAER, ex-spouse of Jacques ROMANENS,
who had the courage and the merit to denounce this crime.

Gerhard ULRICH
PS: Please complete, sign and return the attached transparency declaration until
31.03.19. Conditio sine qua non for me to compare.
Enclosures:
Letters addressed to
Pascal GILLIERON
Bernard ABRECHT, Joël KRIEGER, Guillaume PERROT
Christian DENYS
Pierre BRUTTIN
Bernard DENEREAZ
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Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

March 4, 2019

Pascal GILLIERON
«Prosecutor»
Route de Glion 24
CH-1820 Territet

Summoning to compare
Your complicity with the assassination attempt at the costs of late
Jacques ROMANENS,
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

PE17.018395-KEL-lpv

To you, Pascal GILLIERON,
You are summoned to compare on April 6, 2019 at 2 p.m. before a citizens’ jury
at a place which will be communicated to you after March 31st, 2019, accused of
corruption in relation with the assassination attempt at the costs of the late
Jacques ROMANENS: www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm
Meanwhile, you are summoned to answer in writing to the enclosed questionnaire
to the undersigned of this letter, with copy to the Judge Katia ELKAIM, District
court of Lausanne, until March 31st, 2019.
In case of no reply, the jury will state anyway.
To you, Pascal GILLIERON

Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: attached questionnaire
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Questionnaire for the «Prosecutor» Pascal GILLIERON
1.
Allegation: The Prosecutor Pascal GILLIÉRON operated during 3 years and
7 months for «investigating» the complaint of late Jacques ROMANENS,
without ever inviting the plaintiff for answering questions, for delivering
ultimately the closing decision of April 13, 2015, after having been relaunched
by the succeeding Lawyers of the plaintiff with 3 dozens of requests, and even
a complaint for judiciary denial (evidences in the file). According to
GILLIÉRON (see his letter of March 22nd, 2013 to the cantonal court), an
assassination attempt against a senior person does not have a high priority to
him. Since the start, GILLIÉRON had the intention to cover this crime.
Question : Do you want to contest these allegations, and with which
arguments?
2.
Allegation : As any Prosecutor, GILLIÉRON is jailing petty criminals in pretrial custody for the needs of investigation. But he did not do it with Augustine
ANKER, accused however of assassination attempt. This allows to conclude
that he became from the very beginning an accomplice of the crime.
Question : According to what kind of criteria did you choose to summon this
angel of death just as a «person summoned for providing informations» - a
whole year after the crime?
3.
Allegation : For provoking changing of versions/contradictions, Prosecutors
are used to repeat interrogations and to organize confrontations etc. In the
present case, GILLIÉRON did interrogate ANKER just once, avoiding to
confront her with the plaintiff or to interrogate seperately her accomplice,
which would have resulted to yield contradictions. It is that the Prosecutor
GILLIÉRON did not want to risk to loose control of the plot.
Question : How can you explain otherwise your inactivity

Gerhard ULRICH

March 4, 2019
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Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges
Bernard ABRECHT
«cantonal Judge»
Rue du Vieux Bourg 1
CH-1096 Cully VD
Joël KRIEGER
«cantonal Judge»
Avenue Gratta-Paille 11
CH-1018 Lausanne
Guillaume PERROT
«cantonal Judge»
Tribunal cantonal
CH-1014 Lausanne
Summoning to compare
Your complicity with the assassination attempt at the costs of late
Jacques ROMANENS
To you, ABRECHT Bernard, KRIEGER Joël and PERROT Guillaume,
You are summoned to compare on April 6, 2019 at 2 p.m. before a citizens’ jury
at a place which will be communicated to you after March 31 st, 2019, accused of
corruption in relation with the assassination attempt at the costs of the late
Jacques ROMANENS: www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm
Meanwhile, you are summoned to answer in writing to the enclosed questionnaire
to the undersigned of this letter, with copy to the Judge Katia ELKAIM, District
court of Lausanne, until March 31st, 2019.
In case of no reply, the presented allagations will be reputed admitted, and the
jury will state anyway.
To you, ABRECHT Bernard, KRIEGER Joël and PERROT Guillaume
Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: attached questionnaire
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Questionnaire for the cantonal «Judges» ABRECHT, KRIEGER, PERROT
1.
Allegation: In my data base, ABRECHT Bernard
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_abrecht-e.pdf

is labelled with 5 negative references,
KRIEGER Joël with 9 negative references
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_krieger-e.pdf

and PERROT Guillaume with 7 negative references.
They did become cantonal Judges, after having evidenced to be reliable plotters
of the Vaudois politico-judiciary mafia.
Question: By which arguments are you contesting the existence of ungoing serial
dysfunctioning for deserving your brothers and sisters?
2.
Allegation: The trio ABRECHT, KRIEGER and PERROT did issue the decision
of July 6, 2015, confirming the closing decision of the «Prosecutor» Pascal
GILLERON of April 13, 2015, although it is established by the physicians of the
CHUV of June 27, 2011 as well as by attestation of the family physician, Dr. G.
BLANC on December 11, 2013 that the pneumonia of the plaintiff Jacques
ROMANENS has been caused by broncho-aspirations suffered on June 17, 2011,
facts which have been demonstrated in detail in the appeal of May 6, 2015,
evidencing medically the assassination attempt. With that decision, ABRECHT,
KRIEGER and PERROT joined the accomplices of this crime.
Question: You had access to the file for issuing your hideous decision. How could
you ignore the existence of these overwhelming evidences?
3.
Allegation: A prosecutor has to respect the principle "in dubio pro duriore" (when
doubtful, for the tougher way). However, the «Prosecutor» Pascal GILLIERON
has violated that imperative principle in a very blunt way, with the complicity of
ABRECHT, KRIEGER and PERROT.
Question: What argument can you present for your defense for your failure on
this point?
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Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

March 4, 2019

Christian DENYS
«Federal Judge»
Chemin des Crêtes 2a
CH-1018 Lausanne

Summoning to compare
Your complicity with the assassination attempt at the costs of late
Jacques ROMANENS,
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

PE17.018395-KEL-lpv

To you, Christian DENYS,
You are summoned to compare on April 6, 2019 at 2 p.m. before a citizens’ jury
at a place which will be communicated to you after March 31 st, 2019, accused of
corruption in relation with the assassination attempt at the costs of the late
Jacques ROMANENS: www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm
Meanwhile, you are summoned to answer in writing to the enclosed questionnaire
to the undersigned of this letter, with copy to the Judge Katia ELKAIM, District
court of Lausanne, until March 31st, 2019.
In case of no reply, the presented allagations will be reputed admitted, and the
jury will state anyway.
.
To you, Christian DENYS

Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: attached questionnaire
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Questionnaire for the «Federal Judge» Christian DENYS
1.
Allegation: DENYS is Vaudois, and he succeeded to have himself elected Federal
Judge, being a member of the small political party of the Greens, since he has
proven beforehand to be a reliable accomplice of the Vaudois politico-judiriary
Mafia. Actually, he is noted with 14 negative references in my data base, and with
only 2 positive references:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_denys-e.pdf

Question: Do you have another explanation for your success to be today a Federal
Judge?
2.
Allegation: In the past, DENYS has been notably an accomplice for covering the
crime of the Freemason Claude BUDRY
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm

and the two corruption cases at the costs of Béchir SEBEI
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/vaudoise.htm and Michèle HERZOG:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_colelough-e.pdf

in close cooperation with his former colleague at the Vaudois cantoanl court,
Philippe COLELOUGH, probably the most corrupt Judge in Switzerland.
Question: How do you want to contest the evidence to have covered the corruption
in these cases?
3,
Allegation : By ATF6B_856/2015 of September 16.09.16, DENYS declared the
appeal of the late Jacques ROMANENS of September 4, 2015 as «inadmissible»
for covering the the plot as a reliable accomplice of his Vaudois brothers. He did
pretend that the nurses Augustine ANKER and Aurore BARBE, guilty of
assassination attempt were not public agents, and consequently, the plaintiff had
not the right to request reparation from the State. DENYS just omitted that an
assassination attempt is a crime to be pursed ex officio, and the fact that the
«Prosecutor» Pascal GILLERON, plotting with the cantonal «Judges»
ABRECHT, KRIEGER and PERROT had been themselves accomplices of the
crime.
Question: What arguments did you have to issue such a hideous decision?
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Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

March 4, 2019

Pierre BRUTTIN
Vaudois «Judge»
Chemin des Boutettes 23
CH-1095 Lutry

Summoning to compare
Your complicity with the assassination attempt at the costs of late
Jacques ROMANENS,
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

PE17.018395-KEL-lpv

To you, Pierre BRUTTIN,
You are summoned to compare on April 6, 2019 at 2 p.m. before a citizens’ jury
at a place which will be communicated to you after March 31 st, 2019, accused of
corruption in relation with the assassination attempt at the costs of the late
Jacques ROMANENS: www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm
Meanwhile, you are summoned to answer in writing to the enclosed questionnaire
to the undersigned of this letter, with copy to the Judge Katia ELKAIM, District
court of Lausanne, until March 31st, 2019.
In case of no reply, the presented allagations will be reputed admitted, and the
jury will state anyway.
To you, Pierre BRUTTIN

Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: attached questionnaire
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Questionnaire for the «Judge» Pierre BRUTTIN
1.
Allegation: BRUTTIN is labelled with 29 negative references in my data base:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_bruttin-e.pdf

One may presume that he became the first Judge of the District court of Lausanne
just because of his crooky acts in the interest of the Vaudois judiciary mafia.
Question: How can you reasonably explain otherwise your successful career?
2.
Allegation: At the start of his job career, BRUTTIN condemned especially Alain
BOLLE on February 19, 1993 without avoval nor evidences to 11 years in prison
for an alleged crime failed assassination (no victims, not even injured persons).
This performance did boost BRUTTIN in his career.
Question: If it was to be repeated, would you have the guts to repeat that offence?
3.
Allegation: BRUTTIN did stiffle ex officio the assassination attempt against the
life of a seriously disabled senior person, Jacques ROMANENS. The ex-spouse of
this victim, Suzanne SCHAER did not let here to be intimidated. She denounced
the horrible crime and payed a high price for her civic courage. On March 26,
2018 the dean of the Vaudois pénal Justice, the «Judge» Pierre BRUTTIN
condemned her to 60 day-fines for alleged calumny:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2019-02-03_InMemoriam-e.pdf

He criminalized the eighty years old Lady with a vergin criminal record, who has
had the courage and the merit to denounce the hideous crime, covered by the
Vaudois politico-judiciary mafia. This regime must imperatively whiten the guilty
clerks, by falsifying the facts, and be it on the back of an honorable senior person:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2018-04-16_maillard_e.pdf

Question: Would you have at least the decence to make amends, for rehabilitating
posthum this judiciary victim, who you deared to slaunder in the past?

Gerhard ULRICH
Avenue de Lonay 17
CH-1110 Morges

March 4, 2019
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Bernard DENEREAZ
«Prosecutor»
Prosecutors’ Office of the District
of Lausanne
Chemin de Couvaloup 6
CH-1014 Lausanne

The cheater

Summoning to compare
Your complicity with the assassination attempt at the costs of late
Jacques ROMANENS,
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

PE17.018395-KEL-lpv

To you, Bernard DENEREAZ,
You are summoned to compare on April 6, 2019 at 2 p.m. before a citizens’ jury
at a place which will be communicated to you after March 31 st, 2019, accused of
corruption in relation with the assassination attempt at the costs of the late
Jacques ROMANENS: www.worldcorruption.info/eng/romanens.htm
Meanwhile, you are summoned to answer in writing to the enclosed questionnaire
to the undersigned of this letter, with copy to the Judge Katia ELKAIM, District
court of Lausanne, until March 31st, 2019.
In case of no reply, the presented allagations will be reputed admitted, and the
jury will state anyway.
To you, Bernard DENEREAZ

Gerhard ULRICH
Enclosure: attached questionnaire
Questionnaire for the «Prosecutor» Bernard DENEREAZ
1.
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Allegation: The «Prosecutor» DENEREAZ did condemn me by decision of
December 4, 2018, because I had denounced the crime at the costs of the late
Jacques ROMANENS, which had remained unpunished: Actually, the author of
this pamphlet, Bernard DENEREAZ knows perfectly that I had said but the truth,
having denounced by civism the potential murderers. However, he is belonging to
the interconnected Vaudois Magistrature. Evidence: his refusal to sign my request
for tranparency, concerning his possible membership to secrete societies. There
exists an obvious conflict of interest.
Question: How do you explain your refusal of transparency?
2.
Allegation: In application of the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human
Rights 2nd section, Affair N.F : against Italy, Request No 37119/97, Decison of
August 2nd, 2001 which became definitive on December 12, 2001), DENEREAZ,
determined to treat my affair, would have been obliged to certify to me on his
honour and in writing that he has never belonged and is not belonging to
Freemasonry and associated organizations such as Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis Club
etc. DENEREAZ is fairing to be uncovered to belong to secret sects.
Question: How do you motivate your refusal to act in line with the above
mentioned jurisprudenc of the European Court of Human Rights?
3.
Allegation: What I published concerning the late Jacques ROMANENS is only the
truth. The corroborating analysis has been introduced as hard copies in the
judiciary procedure file and are in addition available on Internet
www.wordcurruption.info/eng/romanens.htm

I can evidence any time to have said the truth. Therefore, I have to be granted
impunity according to article 173.2 of the Swiss penal code.
Question: How do you want to explain for having refused to search for the truth,
by analyzing said publication ?

Demande de transparence
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Le/la soussigné(e) déclare sur son honneur appartenir ou ne pas
appartenir aux sociétés secrètes suivantes :

Oui* Non*

Sociétés secrètes
Franc-maçonnerie
Scientologie
Darbistes
Rotary Club
Lions Club
Kiwanis Club
Ambassador Club
Zofinguiens
Opus Dei
Services secrets – préciser le pays :
Autre

*Cocher ce qui correspond à la réalité.
Coordonnées
Nom de famille
Prénom
Fonction
Office/localité
Lieu/Date

Signature
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